RAY-UI: Extensions compared to RAY
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The RAY-UI project started as a proof-of-concept for an interactive and graphical user interface (UI) for the well-known ray tracing software RAY [1]. In the meantime, it has developed into a powerful enhanced version of RAY that also serves as the platform for new development and improvement of the source code and associated tools [2].

Compared to RAY several extensions and features were implemented: The design parameters of the optical element “Reflection Zone Plate” were massively extended. The line density can now be derived by either entrance and exit angle of the beam or by entrance angle and offset to the Fresnel center of the incident beam. We introduced capillaries as a new optical element. Beside this RAY-UI is now also supporting “smart” parameters which refer to the whole optical system. As an example we show the setup of a plane grating monochromator beamline, where the monochromator’s premirror depends on the rotation of the grating.